A race between Cybercriminals, government and corporate spies, human ignorance and simply cyber illiteracy are causing more challenges to business and economy. COVID-19 made a tremendous transmission in the market by bringing daily practices, business and domestic traditions into a new type of digital era. However, the world was not ready for the change. Today, home devices are being used for work without proper business grade security. How can we avoid the risks and more so, how do we adapt to this rapid security changes?

Let’s discuss together and join us in our live webinar!

Schedule

13:00  • Foreword by Juha Remes / NECC Chairman of the Board

13:05  • Practice makes perfect: Exercise your Cyber Incident Response plan with Exercise in a Box, Steve O, Head of Cyber Exercising/ EIAB Service Owner, NCSC Incident Management

13:45  • When Cyberthreat Comes from the Inside, Mikael Lagström, Cybersecurity Expert, General Manager of Truesec and Carolina Angelis, Senior Security Advisor and Co Founder of Truesec

Question and answer after presentations

14:45  • Webinar ends

CLICK HERE FOR REGISTRATION
**Steve O**
Head of Cyber Exercising / EIAB Service Owner, NCSC Incident Management

**Mikael Lagström**
Mikael has several years of experience from IT, Telecom and Cybersecurity, successfully building up global security services organizations. He works at Truesec, which is a highly regarded company that focuses on cyber-security, IT infrastructure, and secure development. Truesec holds a key position in the Swedish market and have a strong reputation internationally due to worldwide security-related assignments.

**Carolina Angelis**
Carolina is one of Sweden’s most recognized experts when it comes to Human Threat Intelligence. With almost 20 years within the Swedish intelligence service, Carolina has a unique insight in the methods of espionage and how to counteract.